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The first vertebrate fossils from central Australia were Found in Quaternary deposits in the

eastern Lake Eyre Basin, South Australia, at the end of the last century. Substantial collections

were made by the J W. Gregory expedition early this century. Further collecting and geologic

observations along with the earlier collections permit reconstruction of this area's history' for the

latter part of the Pleistocene. Two major periods of sediment accumulation are recognized. The
older (Kutjitara Formation) is associated with the penultimate glacial period, and the younger

(Katipiri Formation) with the last glacial period. The Kutjitara Formation comprises flu via tile

deposits derived locally from distributary stream systems (

,:
prior streams") that drained the

hinterlands of pre-Quaternary rocks surrounding the Lake Eyre Basin. Interbedded within [hii

sequence are salt-lake sediments and groundwater deposits of gypsum indicative of dry periods,

though there is no evidence of dune development. The Katipiri Formation is also largely of

fluviatile nature but represents a more integrated drainage system similar to that existing today.

The Katipiri sediments are the "ancestral" rivers of the Cooper and Warburton drainages. These

rivers were very sinuous, similar to their present-day descendants, and preserve a record of

decreasing discharge. They also drained into the Lake Eyre salina. The acolian facies of the

Katipiri Formation is represented by transverse and longitudinal dunes derived from river

sediments and formed in the arid phase associated with the last glacial maximum. The
reorganization of the drainage system from Kutjitara to Katipiri times is related lo tectonic

subsidence.

Fossil vertebrates were recovered from both the Kutjitara and Katipiri Formations. The last

appearance of many forms, particularly the large species, is associated with the hyper-arid

environments of the last glacial ma\irrtum ."Disharmonious " vertebrate faunas of extant taxa

are recorded in central Australia as well as around the margins of the continent during the last

glacial. The geographic dispersal of their components is indicative of habitat changes affeciing

the centre of the continent

Pleistocene, Marsup'talia, Aves f Reptilia, Pisces, Geomorphology,

R.H. Tedford, American Museum of Natural History. New York; R.T. Wells. Flinders

University, South Australia 5000, Australia;

South Australia State Geologist H.Y-L. Brown P/3M2-5). This, along with the other marsupial

discovered Pleistocene vertebrates in central and some reptilian remains, was presented to the

Australia in 1892. His collection was obtained on South Australian Museum in 1899 but not further

the Warburton River "between Toopawarrina described. Etheridge (1894), in consultation with

waterhole and Kalamurina station", and included C.W. de Vis, Curator of the Queensland Museum,
fossil "reptilian teeth; scales* and bones, described and figured a thoracic and a lumbar

apparently of crocodiles and turtles; teeth of vertebra ol' the giant varanid lizard Megalania,

diprotodon-one upper jaw, having all the teeth crocodilian scutes and coprolites identified by de

(five in number) in a good state of Visas "an alligator", Pallimnarchus pollens, turtle

preservation-bones of the diprotodon, the largest shell fragments (Chelidae in Gaffney, 1981, p. 16),

of which is a thigh-bone, 15 inches m and the distal end of a right tarsometatarsus of a

circumference, and bones and teeth of smaller pelican —which de Vis described as Pelicanus

marsupials, kangaroos etc". These remains were validipesn. sp. (De Vis in Etheridge, 1894. p. 21,

submitted to R. Etheridge, Jr, then Palaeontologist pi. 2, fig 5, 6; later referred to the living P.

of the Geological Survey of NewSouth Wales, who conspicillatus by Rich & Van Tets, 1981). Brown
confirmed (1894) the presence of Diprotodon (1892, p. 5) gave three sections showing the

(represented by a left maxillary fragment with stratigraphy at the fossil sites and commented that,
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although the specimens had been found in the bed

of the Warburton River, "they appear to have been

washed out of the sand and clay banks by the

floods, although . . . none [were observed] in situ

in these banks".

These reports, and those of Debney (1881a, b)

and Tate (1886), concerning fossils from the lower

Cooper Creek, stimulated J.W. Gregory,

Professor of Geology, Melbourne University, and

Director of the Geological Survey Branch of the

Mines Department of Victoria, to make a more
comprehensive search for vertebrate fossils east of

Lake Eyre in South Australia. Gregory (1906, p.

145) explained in a statement that remains a

succinct rationale for all the subsequent

palaeontological work in the area, that "the objects

of the expedition to Lake Eyre were to secure a

collection of the fossils of that area, to determine

with greater precision the age of the giant

marsupials that once lived there, to gain further

information as to the geological history of Central

Australia; and to see what light geology could

throw on the legends and original home of the

aborigines". Accordingly, in December 1901 and
January 1902, Gregory, his assistant H.J.

Grayson, and five Melbourne University students

explored the lower reaches of Cooper Creek and the

Warburton River, east of Lake Eyre, South

Australia, and secured a collection of fossil

vertebrates from these water-courses in the same
manner as H.Y.L. Brown. This heroic trip,

conducted without serious incident in mid-summer
heat and near the peak of the devastating

turn-of-century drought, was described in

Gregory's famous work "The Dead Heart of

Australia" (1906), the title contributing to the

vernacular of Australia. The collections obtained

by Gregory's pioneer party were never fully

described beyond de Vis' (1905) account of the

smaller birds which became part of the Queensland

Museum collection (see Rich & Van Tets, 1982,

Table 5 for summary) . The remaining fossil

vertebrates were deposited in the Hunterian

Museumof Glasgow University by Gregory on his

return to Scotland in 1905. These collections were

studied by W.E. Swinton in the early 1920s

(unpublished report, Hunterian Museum). Except

for White's (1925) description of the lungfish

remains, the Gregory collection received no further

notice in the literature.

Fifty years later, R.A. Stirton and R.H.

Tedford, then at the University of California,

inspired by Gregory's narrative, retraced his

journey, collected further fossils and studied the

stratigraphy associated with them. Their work

(with palaeoornithologist Alden Miller),

summarized in 1961, gave the first faunal list for

the collections obtained on Cooper Creek.

Gregory, like Brown, did not find material in situ

and made no detailed studies of the stratigraphy

exposed in the banks of the Cooper and

Warburton. Stirton, Tedford and Miller (1961)

determined the local stratigraphic sequence and

found sufficient material in situ to identify the

source of the fossils.

TABLE 1. Equivalent Nomenclature for Fossil Localities, Cooper Creek

Swinton ms J.W. Gregory 1906 Reuter 1901 ms Lands Dpt. S. Aust

Hunterian Museum Text (T), Map (M) Map Pastoral Maps

Lower Cooper Locality 1

Lower Cooper Locality 2

Lower Cooper Locality 3

Lower Cooper Locality 4

Lower Cooper Locality 5 EH Hartxg's Soak (T:85)

Undusoumpa Unduwumpa (T:84)

Unduwumpa (M)

Wunduwompana

Lower Cooper Locality 6 Patara Mordu (T:84)

Pataramordu (M)

Pataruwordu

Lower Cooper Locality 7 Kuttipirra (T:84)

Kutupirra (M)

Katipiri Cuttupirra

Emu Camp Emu Camp (T:80, M) Malkuni Malcoona (1897)

Markoni (T:80, M) Malgoona (1974)

Malkuni (T:80)

Pearam (East of) Piaranni (T:78)

Piranni (M)

Pijari Pirranna Soak

Palankarinna (T:78) Parlangunku White Crossing
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In subsequent years additional study of the

youngest deposits III the Lake Eyre Basin has been

undertaken while working on the Teriiai v rods,
and in 1980 and 1983 a special study by the author*

and their colleagues amplified and greatlj extended

rhis early work. The purpose of this report is to

provide further historical documentation of the

Gregory expedition so that their collections can be

localized, anU Ihus incorporated in g synthesis of

the Stirton data wilh results of our mote recent

research.

Abbreviations- FUAM, field catalogue ol

Flinders l .'mversity-American Museum of Natural

History collections 1980, 1983 ultimately to be

catalogued in the South Australian Museum
collection; IIM. Huuteriyn Museum. Glasgow
University; LDSA, Lands Department, South
Australia; QM, Queensland Museum; SAM, South
Australian Museum; UCMP, Univei sty i

California, Muscurr Of Paleontology. Serial

identification of marsupial cheek teeth follows

Archer (WS). K*, indicates dates in thousands of

years ago; BP, before present, Coll, collections.

THEGREGORYEXPEDITION, 1901-2

Documentation of the itinerary of the Gregory

pany comes primarily from the n#| n the
u Dcad Heart of Australia" (Gregory, 1906, pp.

17-154, apparently reprinted from a series of letters

submitted to the "Melbourne Age") and the

accompanying map, The map is a generalization

based on "pastoral plans ol Lhe Surveyor General

of South Australia", and was modified along the

routes of match, presumably from local

observations. Native place-names on this map do
nor necessarily correspond with those in the text as

to orthography; nor do they match phonetically

similar forms used in the map accompanying the

contemporary study of the Dicti people by J.G.

Reuther (published in 1981). The various names for

fossil sites are explained in Table I , Gregory's fossil

i oltectiOOS were documented only with place names
and site numbers, using a system apparently

adopted in the field These names were used by dc
Vis (1905), and also by W.F. Swinton in his

catalogue of the collection and his "Description of
the vcttebrate remains collected by Professor J.W.
Gregory, D. Sc-« FRS in the Lake Eyre district of
South Australia", (ms, ca 1924). Despite wide

enquiry we have not been able to find Grego
journal of this expedition.

The narrative and map allow fait Iy accurate

knowledge or* the itinerary of the Gregory party.

especially the route along Cooper Creek, where
:amp sites can be located uppro.simate.1y on a

modern planimetric base (Figs 1 and 2). Appendix
J I by C.W. dc Vis) mGregory (1 906) indicates that

.cm of numbering localities was adopted by Lhe

:jty party lor sites in the lower reaches of

Cooper Creek. This system is also reflected in

Swinton's catalogue; his roaitusei pt reveals some
correspondence between numbered sites that were

^iven names. C.£. Lowci Cooper Locality 5 -

Mrtig's Sdak (Gregoiy 3906. p. 85; "HanyY*
in Swinton ms., p. 11); Lower Cooper locality 6 =
Patara Mordu (Gregory 1906, p. 84; Swinton ms.,

p. 14), These sites occur in reverse numerical ordw
downstream, indicating that the numbering
proceeded UpStreaffl and that there are lour sites

further downstream, One of these must be the she

mentioned in the text, "our collecting ground next

morning was he richest we found during the

expedition" (Gregory. 1906, p. 93). This site can be

located because of the full description of The

previous day's march from Camp 5 (Fig. 2), and
in in. the fact thai this sile, Lower Cooper Locality

4, produced more specimens (93J than any other

locality. The remaining three localities were further

downstream; each was a sand bar in the channel,

most likely just downstream from prominent
outcrops of Quatet nary deposits cut by the river in

flood, Their approximate locations are shown in

Pig. 2. Other Cooper Creek localities can be

matched to place names on the maps consulted.

The most important site for the Gregor) party (and

iaier workers) is near EmuCamp(227 catalogued

specimens Fn the Gregory Coll.), which from the

rlption includes the bars downstream ffOrtl

Malkuni Waterhole. Gregory** party did not camp
at EmuCamp (in 1980 still marked t»y a yard of

bah logs), but in the coolibahs at the e&M
end of the "Markoni" Waterhole.

From Cooper Creek the Gregory pany moved
directly NNE in the interdune valleys to

Kalamuriua homestead alien, as now, descried) on
the Warbunon (called "Diamantina" by Gregory).

1 caving most of the party at Kalamurina to collect

in the vicinity of the -ad, Gregory? Grayson,

a guide and another assistant tra*. . the

Warbunon to the uony crossing at UUb.^rinna

(Oolabarrina of LDSA. Pastoral Plan 16S, 1897),

one of the sites from which the Brown Coll. had
been obtained (Fig. I). Only 2? specimens were

obtained from this she, where Quacernary deposits

overlie a silcrete developed on Tertiary rocks A
larger collection (159 specimens) was obtained by
the itufa] party \v the \n\nit) of Kalamurina.

Specimens Here probably obtained bci
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Fig. 1 . Index map of part northeastern South Australia showing the position of Figure 2. The 1906 Gregory Expeditioi

(route) and landmarks are given their contemporary orthography.
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Fig 2. Map of the lower Cooper Creek showing details of route and camps of the Gregory Expedition (deduced from
Gregory ] 906), and the approximate position of his localities (see Table 1 >.

prominent outcrops on the north bank of the river

from just north of the homestead downstream

nearly to Toolapinna Soak. Part of Brown's Coll.

Was also obtained near Kalamurina. Two views of

outcrops at the western end of this stretch of river

are shown by Gregory (1906, photographs opposite

pp. 110 and 116) and can be identified as the

"Lookout Locality", UCMPlocality V5756(Fig.

4), of the Stirton party. Realizing thai only ten days

remained to get from Kalamurina to the railway at

Warinna, Wof Lake Eyre, the Gregory party set

off on a direct march . Gregory noted the

occurrences of Diprotodon bones high in the bluff

just N of Poonaranni (1906, p. 125) and at river

level nearer Ouana (ibid., p. 126) on the Wside of

the river below Poonaranni (Poonarunna of the

LDSA Pastoral Plan 16S, 1897). The HM
catalogue records sites as "Poonaranni", "near

Poonaranni'*, *'E. of Poonaranni". "SW
Poonaranni", a total of 13 specimens collected

while the party was camped at this abandoned
'

'horse-station" (Gregory 1906, p. 122).

The Cooper and Warburton sites mentioned

above can be located closely, and most have been

visited in subsequent work. Present stratigraphic

knowledge allows the placement of the fossil

remains in geological context. There are two

Gregory sites that yielded important collections,

particularly bird remains described by de Vis

(1905), but the position of which, even relative to

the major drainages, is uncertain:

"Wurdulumankula" produced 26 (HM), and 15

(QM) bird specimens. There is no similar

place-name on Gregory's (1906) map, but the

Reuter map (ms. 1901) has a phonetically related

"Mudlamarukupa" on the Cooper at the

approximate location of Gregory's "Lower
Cooper Locality 2", (he second most prolific site

on the lower Cooper (81 specimens). A second

possibility is "Warremandoona" Waterhole

(LDSA Pastoral Plan 165, 1879; "WarimardiT of

Reuter ms., 1901), a little north of "llturini"

('^liurunna" waterhole o'i the LDSA Pastoral

Plan 165, 1879) where the Gregory party left the

Cooper to cross the Tirari Desert to Kalamurina.

The second site is "Wankamamina" (with

"Wankamurina" as a synonym, Swtnton ms., p.

9) which produced 26 (HM) specimens, and two

(QM) birds. The related "Waikunaninna 1
* is

shown on Gregory's (1906) map downstream from

Poonarunna at about the point he referred to on

pp. 125-126, but the party was moving rapidly at

this time. It seems more likely that a collection of

this size would originate from one of the sites

between Kalamurina and Ulabannna where the Site

"Wadlakanninna" (Gregory, 1906, p. 112) or
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"Wadlarkaninna" Waterhole of the 1897 LDSA
Pastoral Plan 16S seems phonetically related

("Wadlajerkina" Reuter ms. 1901, map).

SUBSEQUENTINVESTIGATIONS

Stirton (1954) described the initial attempt in

1953 to reinvestigate the Gregory sites; a narrative

of the Stirton expeditions E of Lake Eyre to 1963

is given by Tedford (1985). By the early 1960s those

workers had retraced nearly the entire Gregory

expedition route and obtained new collections from

the same localities, some in situ, thus establishing

provenance. At that time the Pleistocene fluviatile

deposits were all grouped as a single stratigraphic

unit, the Katipiri Sand; this was typified by

cross-stratified, fine white sand that fills channels

incised into red mudstones correlated with the

Tirari Formation of Pliocene age at Katipiri

Waterhole (Reuter ms. 1901, map orthography;

Cuttupirra of LDSA Pastoral Plan 16S t
1897 and

later maps) on Cooper Creek (Fig. 2). All the

channel-filling sands lying above the Tirari

Formation and beneath the sandridges that

dominate the modern topography were correlated

with the Katipiri Sands. These were the deposits

that produced most of the Gregory fossils and

subsequent collections. Stirton, Tedford and Miller

(1961) recognized that their collections included at

least two different assemblages. The younger

included abundant material from the Katipiri

Sands at Malkuni Waterhole (also called

"Markoni" by Gregory 1906, p. 80; "Malcoona"
on LDSA Pastoral Plan 16S, 1897; and

"Malgoona" on the recent Kooperamanna
1:250,000 sheet), the "Emu Camp" site of

Gregory, about 1.6 km E of Katipiri. This

assemblage, dominated by remains of Diprotodon

and large kangaroos, was used to typify the

Malkuni Fauna of Stirton et al (1961). A second,

and presumed older fauna, in which Diprotodon

was a very minor element (although confirmed to

be present in later collections), was obtained from

correlated Katipiri Sands at Lake Kanunka, 29 km
NE of Malkuni Waterhole in the central Tirari

Desert. The Kanunka Fauna includes a suite of

macropodid genera similar to that of the Malkuni,

but the species are different and more closely

related to Pliocene taxa elsewhere. Subsequent

work at Lake Kanunka has shown that the

fossiliferous channel is a part of the Tirari

Formation sequence.

Work conducted in 1980 and 1983 focused on the

latest Cenozoic deposits. More comprehensive

stratigraphic studies were carried out,

magnetostratigraphic investigations of the Tirari

Formation were conducted, and further searches

for fossils proved especially fruitful in the

aftermath of the mid-century floods on the Cooper
and Warburton. The remainder of this paper

details some of the lithostratigraphic and

biostratigraphic results of this work and, in

combination with previously gathered facts,

presents a synthesis of the geological history of the

Quaternary deposits of the Tirari Desert E of Lake
Eyre in South Australia.

PLEISTOCENEDEPOSITS,
TIRARI DESERT

The term Tirari Desert was first used by Gregory

(1906, p. 100) for that region between the lower

Cooper and Warburton roughly coinciding with

Tirari tribal territory. Stirton et al (1961) expanded

the term to include sandridge country from the

Clayton River, SWof Lake Eyre North, to the

Kallakoopah at the southern margin of the

Simpson Desert. This region is bounded to the W
by Lake Eyre North and to the E by the anticlinal

uplifts that locally rim the late Cenozoic Lake Eyre

Basin. The Cenozoic history of this region was

summarized in Wells and Callen (1986), and the

late Cenozoic deposits of the Tirari Desert have

been discussed by Tedford, Wells and Williams

(1986).

The regional depositional framework for the

Pleistocene deposits is dramatically revealed by air

photos, especially Landsat imagery, obtained

during the 1980s flooded intervals in the Lake Eyre

Basin (Tedford, Wells & Williams, 1986). Beneath

the sandridges are preserved meander-belts of the

ancestral Cooper Creek and Warburton River,

partly followed by their entrenched present-day

descendants (Fig. 3). The ancestral Cooper divided

into two distributaries near present-day

Unkumilka Waterhole, the southern branch

extending southwestward beneath the Tirari dune

field turning NWnear Madigan Gulf of Lake Eyre

North where a long inlet marks its probable course

(Fig. 4). The northern branch took a westerly

course leaving the present channel near Lake

Kutjitara and striking directly toward the opening

of the same inlet of the lake into which the southern

ancestral branch seems to head. The northern

branch, followed by the present river, was deflected

to its present course probably as a result of the

development of the strandline dunes

accompanying the recession of Lake Eyre in late
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Fie. 3. Geomorphic map of Tirari Desert east and Dorth of Lake Lyre in South Australia (traced from Landsat in.

99-79, 80 and 98- 80, January 1984, courtesy Bureau of Mineral Resources, Canberra). Position of Figs 4 and 5

shown. Prior streams of the Kutjitara Formation deposirional system indicated by low sinuosity distrihutaries

visible on 1984 Landsat images as chains of watcrfiiled pans. The salina prior-stream relationship in the northern

part of the area, postulated by Krieg and Calien (1980), shown by the concordance in orientation of both features.

The prior streams emanate from the flanks of pre-Quaternary uplifts just east of the map; and some can be traced

to surviving drainage across these uplifts, such as at Apawandinna Swampwhere such drainage is impounded on

the edge of the last-glacial maximum Tirari dunefield and redirected into the Derwent, skirting the dunefield

margin. Outlines of the meander belt of the ancestral Cooper and Warburton rivers are indicated. The narrow

northwest limb of the lower Warburton Is entrenched in late Tertiary rocks and probably occupies a prior stream

valley in this part of its reach- Bold dashes indicate the trends of the gypcreted strandline dunefield of last glacial

age along the eastern shore of Lake Eyre North (deduced from Landsat images and airpbotos and checked by field

observations in the Madigan Gulf region).
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Fig. 4. Map oi parr of (he lower Cooper Creek region (see Fig. 3). Salinas and modern fioodplain — left oblique ruling;

outcrops of Palcogene Eyre Formation (Te) —right oblique ruling; and medial Miocene Etadunna Formation
(Tm) in black. Prior-stream channels visible on Landsat images shown with arrowed lines. Pointbars of two
branches or the ancestral Cooper Creek visible on airphotos are also indicated. Trends of gypcreied, In si glacial

strandline dunes —bold dashes. Topography of Madigan Guil floor in meters below sealevel shown. Numbers
prefixed by "V" —UCMPlocalities; "w.h," —waterhole.

Pleistocene time. The shift in course of the southern

branch may also be attributed to this recession.

The course of the ancestral Warburton is closely

followed by the present river: both trend

southwesterly to Kalamurina, where they turn

abruptly NWfollowing a trench cut in the Tiran

Formation that forms bold outcrops on the western

bank. At Keekalanna Soak the river again resumes

a southwesterly course ultimately to the northern

end of the Lake Eyre (Fig. S).

These ancestral river tracts cross an earlier

drainage field that consists of a low-sinuosity

distributary system of westerly to northwesterly

trend extending from the margins of the uplifted

terrain forming the eastern rim of the Lake Eyre

depositional basin (Figs 3, 4
V 5). These prior

streams and their fioodplain represent a broad

alluvial apron formed by local drainage, parts oi

which are preserved as elongate salinas or as chains

of claypans which when water/filled, as during

episodes of present day flooding, indicate the

courses and extent of this major geomorphic

element. The course of these prior streams gives no

evidence of drainage having a catchment beyond

the uplifted terrain in northeastern South Australia

- indicating that the ancestral rivers represent the

earliest evidence that Lake Eyre formed the focus

of drainage comparable to That of the present-day

The prior streams trend Wand NW, presumably

focusing on a depoeentre in the northern part of

Lake Eyre North and NWof the lake in the

southernmost Simpson Desert. Limited drilling

there (Krieg & Called, 1980) suggests a thick late

Caenozoic section.

Outcrops exposed by entrenchment of the

Cooper and Warburton, and those bordering the

salinas within the Tirart Desert, illustrate the

stratigraphic relationships of the two episodes of

sedimentation indicated by geomorphology. The
Katipiri Sands (Stirton, Tedford &. Miller, 1961) are

now recognized as part of the ancestral river

deposits; the prior stream deposits are included in

the Kutjitara Formation discussed below. The
stratigraphic relationship between the deposits,
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developed from the Cooper Creek outcrops, wiU be

discussed first, followed by consideration of

correlative deposits on the Warburton.

Cooper Creek
Favourable outcrops showing the Quaternary

fluviatile deposits beneath the Tirari dunefield

occur at Katipiri Waterhole and downstream.

Particularly instructive are those at Gregory's

Lower Cooper Locality 4 where the friable and still

active dunes rest on a plinth of older sandplain

deposits indurated by a pedocal of calcareous

nodules and rhizoconcretions, including carbonate

casts of tree trunks (Fig. 6B). Such carbonate soils

are widely distributed over the ancestral river

deposits and correlative strandline fades near Lake

Eyre. Fossil rathe eggshell associated with these

deposits produce C14 dates near the limit of the

radiocarbon method (Ted ford, Wells & Williams,

1986, table 4). The deposits also yieJd remains ot

Diprorodon, Macropus cf. M. titan, wombat, and

emu and Genyorms eggshell. These deposit:-,

pre-date the glacial maximum and offer a minimum
date for the youngest fluviatile deposits of the

ancestral Cooper.

Beneath this calcreted sandsheet. the Katipni

Sands have a gypcrete caprock, not as

well-developed near the present Cooper Creek as in

adjacent terrain. This is the youngest of three

gypsum-cemented caprocks that indurate the tops

of the major depositional phases. They are related

to saline groundwater levels that remained high in

the basin during the waning phases of aggradation.

Entrenchment of the present Cooper Creek

through the Katapiri Sands is first seen between

MaJkuni and Katipiri waterholes. At Malkuni the

river floor exposes the basal Katipiri ancestral river

deposits and their locally-rich accumulations of
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Fig. 5. Map of part of the lower Warburton River region (see Fig. 3), Salinas and modern floodplain —left oblique

ruling. Silcreted younger Tertiary rocks questionably assigned lo the Etadunna Formation (Tm?) and unsilicified

claystones more typical of the Etadunna Formation (Tm) shown in black. Prior-stream courses visible on L.andsdi

images —arrowed lines. Poimbars of an ancestral meander belt of the Warburton River plotted from air photos

I. reside mounds (stippled) playas and salinas taken from airphotos and Landsat imagery. Numbers prefixed b>

"V—UCMPsites.
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Fig. 6. A, columnar sections showing the relationships between exposed lithostratigraphic units along part of the lower

reach of the Warburton River (see Fig. 5). Neogene strata assigned to the Miocene Etadunna and Plio-Pleistocene

Tirari Formations form the substrate for the Quaternary Kutjitara prior stream and floodplain and succeeding

ancestral river deposits of the Katipiri Formation and capping aeolian sediments. Stratigraphic relationships of the

penultimate glacial Keekalanna Fauna and last-glacial Kalamurina Fauna (UCMP sites V5776, V5775, V5569)

shown by boxes. B, columnar sections showing the relationships between exposed lithostratigraphic units along

part of the lower reach of Cooper Creek and Lake Palankarinna (see Fig. 4). Stratigraphic relationships of the

penultimate glacial Lower Cooper Fauna and isolated in situ Diprotodon and Sthenurus of UCMPV5866 (lower

Cooper) and V5854 (Lake Palankarinna) in the Kutjitara Formation and the Malkuni Fauna last-glac ial assemblage

in the Katipiri Formation are shown. Calcreted sandsheets overlying these fluviatile deposits also yield extinct taxa

as indicated and are within the range of C14 dating.

bones amongst the suite of intra- and

extraformational clasts that formed the lag at the

base of the Katipiri channels. At Katipiri

Waterhole the red mudstones of the Tirari

Formation are exposed and the deeply-pocketed

disconformity surface is packed with rolled
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selenite, gypsum-cemented rhizonodules, got

large size, flat celestite pebbles and red and green

Clayhslls along with limonite pseudomorphs of

wood and fragmentary bones. Kara pebhles of

quartz, quartzite (including silerete) and limestone

from older Tertiary terrain arc also ptcsefU, This

suite of clasts was derived from the older terrain on

(he margin of the Quaternary basin, from the Tiraii

n (mudstone, celestile and seterite) and
from (he newiy-r- d Kutjitara Formation

[rtrizonoduk and some selenite) within the basin.

The basal Karipiri Sands are fine to medium
grained with lenses of medium to coarse grains,

ptclominantly cross-stratified, limonite-stained ai

the base, but finer-grained and whit'.- above. A
younger suite of channel fills has been incised into

the Katipiri Sands. The fills carry a larger

suspended-load component. They are

well-displayed at Malkuni and Katipiri waierholes

and elsewhere on the Iowa cooper, fttierc

cross-cutting relationships show that green and
gray clays form an increasing pro]

It) successive channels as the suspended-load gained

in importance with time. These younger channels

are regarded as an aspect of the Kaiipui ancestral

river system which shows evolution from higher to

discharge through lime. They can be (raced

downstream into the delta at the mouth of the

•iral Cooper (Fig, 4) where they make up I

larger pari of the exposed section and yield the

Madigan Gulf Fauna (1 edford, Wells & Williams,

1986), which is taxonomieallv dmU&i to the

Malkuni and indicates the temporal association oi

ihe dchaic and f'luviatile deposits, Exposures of

these younger channel (ills at the western end oi

Malkuni Waterholc contain unionid clams, but no
vertebrate fossils. Here we adopt the term Katipiri

Formation to include all the fades of this

aeposilional cycle

From ihe prominent red bluff near Ell Haiiig ;*S

soak to Lake Kutjitara (Fig. 6B) the entrenched

Cooper intersects a fright I y coloured sequent

horizontally-bedded, red and green mudstoncs and
I'me sandstones interbedded with shallow

channel-fills of fine to medium sand and lenses of

red and green clays. Within these fluviatile

deposits are thin lacustrine lenses of laminated

green clav and fine sand composed of reworked

discoidal (displacive) gypsum crystals with

charephyies and ostracods. The sandier units in

this sequence are packed with gypsum-cemented

concretions of the type reworked into the

ha<al Katipiri channels, These deposits comprise

i he Kutjitara Formation, named from the bto
whkh lies adjacent to the Cooper just downstream

from the type section {Gregory's lower Gopp«
localities 3 and 4, Fie. J). In thb pari of its re^cl

the modern Ooope . Incised into the top D

the Miocene Otadunna For mat i dd mi winch the

Kutjitara Formation rests, the Tirari Formation
having been removed from thfc area before the

Quaternary rocks were laid down (Fig. 6Bi. At the

mouth of ihe Cooper ancestral river the Katipiri

deltaic latics res]> directly on tine tiadunna

Formation, having stripped away the Kutjuar;-.

along its lower reach. To the S a saline lacustrine

hacks has been correlated with the Kutjitara

( red lord, Wells & Williams, 1986), giving evidence

of an earlier lake into which subsequent deposits

are incised- Ai the base of the Kutjirara Formation

Tine sands contain nodules of gypsuiu-ceiueuieu

sand and bone fragments but no other clasts, The
rare occurrence or bones in the talus of the

kuijitara outcrop suggests that this formation,

particularly the basal unit, is the source of the large

vertebrate remain--. The concentration of bones in

the bars at the locality Is presumably due to the

proximity of their SO J ce. a situation similar to thai

found upstream at the base of the Katipiri

Formation outcrop. Thus Gregory *s lowe? Cooper
localities yield a fauna derived mainly from the

Kuijitara Formation.

Warburton RrVT-1

An outstanding feature of the N side of the lower

Warburton Valley is the dissected remnants of large

source bordering dunes or "Leeside mounds**

(Twidalc, 1972), intersected by the modern river

(Figs. 5 and 6A). These transverse dunes have a

pedocal at the top. although more weakly

developed than that on the sandsheets oi

Cooper. These dunes rest on gypsites developed a»

the top of the ancestral river deposits. Internally

they show gentle northeasterly dipping, large-scale

cross-laminations, each set being several metres in

thickness. The dune sands include discoidal

gypsum grains and clay pellets. The longitudinal

dunes Of the tirari Desert overlie or seem to

originate Trorn these sand piles. No CMdates have

been obtained for these deposits, but on the basis

of stiatigiaphy they seem to be contemporaneous

with the calcreted sand sheets on the Cooper. The
dunes reflect continued high groundwater levels at

the close of a major period of aggradation

At Ulabarinna the floor of the Warburton
exposes nodular silerete (the

v<
stony crossing"!

developed in Tertiary silicones. The Katipiri

Formation overlies the silerete, infilling a

deeptypocketed terrain with clasts derived from
the Tertiary as well as gypsum-tietnented .
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derived from the Quaternary. Locally rich

accumulations of fossil vertebrate remains occur in

these erosional pockets. They are also redeposited

in the older sand bars adjacent to the channel where

the river has scoured its floor. Downstream the

entrenched modern channel lies within the larger

meander belt of the ancestral river, so that the walls

of the present river expose only the Katipiri

Formation beneath the leeside mounds. There are

few fossil vertebrate accumulations until the sector

between Kalamurina and Toolapinna, where the

Warburton has cut through the Katipiri to expose

underlying Miocene clays and dolomites of the

Etadunna Formation. Gregory's major Warburton

coll. comes from this area, all labelled

"Kalamurina". There are several individual sites

where fossils can be obtained in situ, all of them

near the contact with the older rocks.

From Toolapinna Waterhole to Keekalanna

Soakage the western bank of the ancestral

Warburton is approximated by the long

escarpment supported by the Tirari Formation and
its massive gypcrete caprock. Its linear nature and

the absence of the Tirari Formation upstream

suggests that the escarpment represents a fault-line

scarp. From place to place along the Tirari

escarpment cross-sections of stream channel-fills

cut into the top of the Tirari Formation (Fig. 6A).

These are regarded as Kutjitara Formation

channels because they are truncated by the

ancestral river (Katipiri) trench and do not

penetrate the base of the Tirari Formation. These

channels are filled with cross-bedded,

limonite-stained, fine sand with green clay lenses,

and they bear a weaker gypcrete caprock, more like

that developed on the Katipiri. In the Warburton

region the Kutjitara Formation is sparingly

fossiliferous, but it does contain some taxa

(Keekalanna Fauna, q.v. p. 000) that are important

in establishing the nature of its fauna. Downstream
from Keekalanna, at Pompapillina Waterhole, the

ancestral river cut through the Tirari escarpment

and again established a southwesterly course to

Poonarunna and finally Lake Eyre. This sector

shows brown floodplain mudstones into which are

incised deep channels filled with white sand with

greenish clay lenses. The whole is capped by

gypcrete and overlain by leeside mounds. These

poorly fossiliferous rocks are thought to be the

Katipiri Formation deposited in a wide

palaeovalley or deltaic system. This kind of

stratigraphic sequence occurs widely in the lower

Warburton and lower Kallakoopah. Gregory's

"Poonaranni" collections would have come from

these deposits.

PLEISTOCENEVERTEBRATES,
TIRARI DESERT

In 1 96 1 Stirton, Tedford and Miller gave

annotated faunal lists for the collections made by

the University of California parties along Cooper
Creek and in the adjacent Tirari Desert. Two suites

of stratigraphically associated taxa were labelled

"faunas": the Kanunka Fauna from Lake

Kanunka, north of the Cooper (since shown to be

associated with the Tirari Formation of late

Pliocene or possibly earliest Pleistocene age), and

the Malkuni Fauna from the type section of the

Katipiri Sands and closely associated sites in the

ancestral Cooper deposits. In 1963, Stirton figured

and described a Protemnodon jaw ramus from

Malkuni Waterhole; Miller described Malkuni

flamingos (1963), pelicans (1966) and anhingas

(1966). Rich (1979) reviewed the dromornithids

including material from the Katipiri Formation of

the Cooper and Warburton. Rich, McEvey and

Walkley (1978) recorded a masked owl from
Malkuni Waterhole. Rich and Van Tets (1981)

reviewed the pelicans, and Rich, Van Tets and

McEvey (1982) discussed falcon remains studied by

de Vis. Rich et al (1987) reviewed the record of

flamingos. Hecht (1975) reviewed Megalania

remains, including Lake Eyre Basin material. New
faunal lists from various Cooper and Warburton
sites were prepared from the UCMPcollections by

Williams ( 1 980). The geochronological signif-

icance of Australian Caenozoic mammals,
including those from the Lake Eyre Basin, was

discussed by Woodburne et al (1985).

In the following annotated faunal lists we have

grouped material into "faunas" from single litho-

stratigraphic units at one or a few clearly-

correlative localities. In this way strati- graphic

association, and hence contemporaneity of taxa,

are controlled as far as possible.

KUTJITARA FORMATION

Lower Cooper Fauna
Localities —Gregory's Lower Cooper localities

2, 3, and 4; correlative UCMPCooper Creek 14

(UCMP V5866) and FUAMsites. Most material

collected from the bed of Cooper. All material has

a distinctive yellowish-grey, dark grey, black or

grey-mottled coloration. A ramus of Sthenurus cf.

S. andersoni (UCMP 56472) and diprotodontid

bones were collected from Kutjitara outcrop talus

or attached to concretions similar to those in the

basal sands of that unit.
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Pisces

Neoceratodus (N. eyerensis and N. gregoryi)

White (1925) came from the 'Lower Cooper'. Both

type specimens are dark grey to black in colour.

Teleost fin-rays and skull elements are also present;

Swinton (ms.) identified catfish and perch remains

among these.

Reptilia

Cheiidae —Turtle shell fragments are present.

Swinton (ms.) recorded no fossil turtles in the

Gregory collection.

Varanidae —Megalania prisca vertebrae are well

represented in the Gregory and UCMPcollections.

Crocodylidae —Bones and teeth are commonat

these sites. Swinton (ms.) identified all Gregory

material as Crocodylus porosus.

Aves
Dromornithidae —Swinton (ms.) identified

Geryornis newtoni and Dromornis australis from

limb bone fragments and vertebrae from Lower
Cooper localities 4 and 2 respectively. Rich (1979)

allocated this material to "Dromornithidae gen. et.

sp. indet".

Casuariidae —Swinton (ms.) also noted the

presence of emus (referred to Dromaius patricius

de Vis, 1888, a taxon synonomous with the living

D. novaehollandiae \ fide Rich & Van Tets, 1982) at

localities 3 and 4. Additional material in the FUAM
collection confirms this view; a smaller form (SAM
P25218) is also present.

Other birds —de Vis (1905) described eleven taxa

of aquatic birds from the "Lower Cooper" without

locality number these may belong to any of the sites

below "Emu Camp" (Malkuni waterhole) so are

not listed here. The UCMPand FUAMcollections

are under study by P.V. Rich and R. Baird

(Monash University). Rich et al. (1987) reported

the presence of the extinct flamingo

Xenorhynchopsis minor de Vis, 1905, at UCMP
locality V5866. Other flamingo remains were

collected by FUAMin 1980 from a nearby site.

Baird (pers. comm., 1987) also reports the presence

of the flamingo-like Palaeolodidae, previously

known only from the Miocene (Rich & Van Tets,

1982, p. 319). Other taxa based on UCMP
collections from locality V5866, and listed by Rich

and Van Tets (1982, Table 3), include grebes

(Podicipedidae), a darter (Anhingidae, Anhinga
novaehollandiae), a pelican (Pelecanidae,

Pelecanus conspicillatus), cormorants

(Phalacrocoracidae, Phatacocorax sp.), herons

(Ardeidae) and ducks (Anatidae).

Mammalia
The mammalian remains exhibit two types of

preservation, either deeply stained in black,

yellowish-grey or grey, permineralized and often

waterworn, or mottled grey, not permineralized

and usually rather complete. The larger remains,

mostly extinct forms, comprise the first type,

smaller remains, usually extant taxa (including

dingo), the second. The following list is based only

the first type of material.

Dasyuridae —A jaw fragment with alveoli for

M4-5 (FUAM coll.) appears to represent a large

Sarcophilus.

Diprotodontidae —Fragments of upper incisors,

two rami and postcranial bones represent

Diprotodon (Gregory coll.). Additional material

(UCMPand FUAMcoll.) indicates the presence of

this important Pleistocene taxon. Smaller

diprotodontids are represented by postcranial

remains; a lower molar fragment (SAM P20872) is

identified as a smaller diprotodontine, cf.

Nototherium, and a fragment of an upper central

incistor (also SAMP20872) represents a form near

Euryzygoma.
Macropodidae —Kangaroo remains are the

most abundant elements, and the Sthenurinae are

particularly well represented. Small potoroine and

macropodine remains are usually little

permineralized and lightly stained; these taxa are

not considered part of the mid-Pleistocene Lower

Cooper Fauna.

Protemnodon is represented by jaw and

maxillary fragments and the distinctive metatarsals

IV-V. Two taxa are present, one similar in size to

P. anak y and a larger form similar in size to P.

brehus or P. roechus.

Troposodon cf. T. minor is indicated by an

isolated left M4 (SAM P25175), while a smaller

species, comparable to T. bowensis y is indicated by

a narrow, elongate right lower incisor whose crown

is completely encircled by enamel (SAM P25181).

Sthenurus is well represented by jaw and limb

bone fragments (UCMPand FUAMcoll.). At least

two taxa are present: 5. cf. 5. andersoni, a righi

ramus with Mi -4 (UCMP56472) and a larger form,

S. cf. S. tindalei, (UCMP 56473), an edentulous

right ramus with roots, unerupted P3 ; SAM
P25172, fragment of a right ramus with

hypolophid of M3, M4, and unerupted Ms; HM
S69, fragment of a right ramus with M1.3.

Procoptodon is represented by cranial

fragments, tooth fragments and edentulous jaw

fragments. A right maxillary fragment with

unerupted P , M " (HM SI 9) and edentulous jaw

fragments (SAM P25184 and HMS62) represent a

form close to P. rapha.
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Macropus remains are remarkably few; a few

postcranial fragments may represent larger

macropodine kangaroos.

Keekalanna Fauna
This name was proposed by Tedford, Wells and

Williams (1986) for remains obtained from the

correlated Kutjitara Formation outcrops on the

lower Warburton River between Toolapinna

Waterhole and Keekalanna Soakage. The principal

sites for mammalian remains are outcrops at the

northern end of Toolapinna Waterhole, near

Camel Swamp Yard, downstream from

Keekalanna Soakage and at the latter site itself. All

material was collected in situ or in the outcrop talus

(FUAM collection).

Reptilia

Crocodylidae —A partial skull and mandible of

a large crocodilian, probably Crocodylus porosus,

was collected in situ in outcrops south of Camel
SwampYard.

Mammalia
Diprotodontidae —A mandible of Nototherium

sp. was collected in situ west of Camel Swamp
Yard. This individual is the size of N. inerme, sensu

Woods, 1968. Diprotodon is also present in these

deposits. A fragmentary ramus and a calcaneum of

D. optatum were collected at Toolapinna.

Thylacoleonidae —The distal end of a fibula

from Keekalanna appears to represent Thylacoleo.

Macropodidae —A fragment of a lower molar

of Troposodon was obtained at Keelakanna.

Fragmentary macropodid remains of

indeterminate taxa were collected at Toolapinna.

KATIPIRI FORMATION

Malkuni Fauna
Localities —Katipiri and Malkuni waterholes

(UCMP localities, V5861, and V5382, the "Emu
Camp" and "Malkuni" locality of Gregory,

respectively) and the river bed between these

waterholes, Cooper Creek (UCMPlocality V5860).

At these sites sufficient material was obtained in

situ to identify the collection with the type "Katipiri

Sand" unit. The in situ material is light in color,

often limonite-stained (yellow and red hues) and

permineralized. Smaller vertebrate material from

the river bed that is mottled-grey and not

permineralized is not considered part of the

Pleistocene Malkuni Fauna.

Pisces

Lungfish dental plates are present in the UCMP
collection, and teleost remains are present in all

collections from these sites. Swinton (ms.) recorded

percid opercula from EmuCamp.
Reptilia

Chelidae —Turtle remains occur at these sites.

Varanidae —Vertebrae of Megaiania prisca are

present in the Gregory, UCMP and FUAM
collections.

Crocodylidae —Crocodile teeth and scutes are

common at these sites. A few vertebrae were also

found.

Aves
Dromornithidae and Casuariidae —Rich (1979)

recorded fragmentary ratite limbs and vertebrae

from these sites as "Dromornithidae gen. et sp.

indet". Genyornis is represented in the FUAM
collection. Emus also occur; Dromaius sp. was

identified by Rich and Van Tets (1982), and further

remains were found by the FUAMexpedition.

Other birds — Miller's identifications (in

Stirton, Tedford & Miller, 1961; UCMPcoll.) were

revised by Rich and Van Tets (1982). These latter

recorded a grebe {Podiceps sp.), a pelican

(Pelecanus conspicitlatus, Rich & Van Tets, 1981),

two species of cormorant (Phalacocorax sp.,

including the types of P. gregorii de Vis, 1905, and

P. vetustus de Vis, 1905, probably synonymous
with living P. variusand P. carbo respectively, Rich

& Van Tets, 1982, table 5), ducks and swans

(Anatidae: including Biziura exhumata De Vis,

1905, now identified as the living B. lobata by

Olson, 1977; Archaeocycnus lacustris De Vis,

1905; Chenopsis nanus De Vis, 1905; and cf.

Cygnus atratus, Rich & Van Tets, 1982), a heron

(Ardeidae), an extinct flamingo (Xenorhynchopsis

tibialis De Vis, 1905), hawks and eagles

(Accipitridae: including the eagle Uroatus, Miller

in Stirton, Tedford & Miller, 1961), and an owl

(Tyto cf. T. novaehollandiae, Rich, McEvey &
Walkley, 1978)

Mammalia
Dasyuridae —A right maxillary fragment with

M3 " 5 (UCMP60678) of Sarcophilusd. S. laniahus,

a large Tasmanian Devil.

Peramelidae — A left ramus fragment of

Macrotis lagotis with well-worn M2-4 and M5
alveolus (SAM P25 1 34) is stained and

permineralized similar to other remains from

Katipiri Waterhole and is accepted here as a

Pleistocene record of the Rabbit Bandicoot.

Vombatidae —A jaw fragment (FUAM) and

teeth (UCMP) of the giant wombat, Phascolonus

gigas y were obtained.

Diprotodontidae — Diprotodon optatum
remains are the most conspicuous fossils. Jaw and
maxillary fragments, teeth and postcranial remains
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are abundant. A smaller diprotodontine is

indicated by an edentulous maxillary fragment

with a relatively small, double-rooted P (UCMP);
this may represent Nototherium sp. or Diprotodon

minor. Smaller limb bone fragments could belong

to those taxa or Zygomaturus.

Potoroidae —A well-preserved left ramus

(UCMP 56452) with characteristic preservation

represents Bettongia cf. B. lesueuri.

Macropodidae — A variety of larger

macropodids are present, of which Protemnodon
and sthenurines is more common than Macropus.

Smaller taxa include Onychogalea.

Protemnodon is represented by jaw and
maxillary fragments and post-cranial remains.

Two size-groups are evident: the more abundant

smaller form is identified as P. anak, an example

of which was figured by Stirton (1963, fig. 8),

whereas the larger is P. brehus or P. roechus.

Various sthenurine kangaroos are found, and

several taxa can be identified from teeth. Sthenurus

cf. S. atlas is represented by an edentulous jaw

fragment with an unerupted P3 (UCMP56470). S.

tindalei is indicated by a left maxillary fragment

with M3 " 4 (SAM 25058) and a right ramus with

complete dentition (UCMP56471) a little smaller

than the type and the referred material from Lake

Callabonna.

A new, large sthenurine taxon is represented by

a left maxillary fragment with P3 M2-5 (SAM
P25059). This new genus, to be described

elsewhere, combines features of Sthenurus and

Procoptodon.

Simosthenurus is represented by three

specimens: a right ramus with M2-5 (UCMP56470),

a left maxillary fragment with M3 * 5 (UCMP60669),

and a right maxillary fragment with the metaloph

of M4
and unworn Mr (UCMP 60674). These

specimens indicate a taxon about the size of 5.

brownei or S. occidentalis.

Procoptodon cf. P. rapha is represented by a

right ramus with unerupted P3, M1-2 and unerupted

M3-4 (SAM PI 1543), which was part of the small

collection (presented to SAMin 1900) made by J.

Hillier (Gregory, 1906, pp. 59, 77 and 80) at

"Cuttapirra" waterhole, and by an unworn M3
(UCMP 60670). Procoptodon cf. P. goliah is

indicated by an edentulous left maxillary fragment

(UCMP 56454), a broken lower molar (UCMP
60672), and among the larger sthenurine limb

bones.

Macropus cf . M. titan is present in all collections

from the area, but it is not common. Smaller

macropodine remains with characteristic staining

and permineralization are also present. Stirton,

Tedford and Miller (1961) referred parts of two

rami to "IWallabia" (UCMP 56443 and 56447).

These apparently represent the same taxon as SAM
P25069, a fragment of a left ramus with M2-3 and
unerupted M4, namely Macropus (Notamacropus)

agilissiva. From "Emu Camp*' there is a fragment

of a right' ramus with complete cheek-tooth

dentition (Gregory coll., HMS46) that corresponds

in size and morphology with "Macropus" rama —
previously known only from the eastern Darling

Downs. A fragment of a right ramus with P3, M2-5

(SAM P25071) appears to represent the tiny

Nail-Tail Wallaby, Onychogalea lunata.

Wehave not been able to relocate the 'part of a

right mandible of a medium-sized macropodid,

with the protolophid of M/4, M/3 complete and

part of the hypolophid of M/2\ referred by

Stirton, Tedford and Miller (1961, p. 49) to

"?subfamily" of macropodids. The description

given suggests Troposodon minor, a taxon not

represented in Malkuni faunal collections.

Phalangeridae —A right ramus with incisor and

complete cheek tooth dentition (UCMP 56451)

represents Trichosurus cf. T. vulpecula.

Kalamurina Fauna
Localities —Three sites N and W of old

Kalamurina Station homestead (corresponds with

"Kalamurina" locality of Gregory, 1906): V5569
("Marcus Locality"), V5775 ("Green Bluff

Locality") and V5776 ("Lookout Locality").

Material was collected in situ or on the outcrop

talus from strata correlated with the Katipiri

Formation. Limited screen-washing in 1980 yielded

in situ small vertebrate remains. Field parties after

1980 made collections upstream, at the silcrete bars

at Toopawarinna (vicinity of New Kalamurina

Station homestead, UCMP V72058) and

Ulabarrinna (UCMP V5776, Cassidy Locality),

and from intermediate sites (as had Brown and

Gregory). The fauna from these latter sites is

derived from correlative strata and seems

equivalent to that from the Kalamurina sites.

Pisces

White (1925) referred Kalamurina material to

the lungfishes Neoceratodus eyrensis and N.

gregoryi. Catfish spines and percid opercula are

among the abundant teleost fish remains from

Kalamurina (Swinton, ms.).

Reptilia

Chelidae — Fragmentary turtle remains are

present.

Varanidae —Megalania prisca vertebrae are

present and a smaller varanid is also indicated.

Pythonidae —Swinton (ms.) reported a vertebra

of "Python sp." (HM B809), that "agreed very
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closely with the vertebrae of the modern P. spilotes,

but is twice the size of those of that species". This

specimen should be compared with the extinct giant

python Wonambi Smith, 1976.

Crocodyiidae —teeth, scutes and postcranial

elements are reasonably common. Material

includes the partial skull (UCMP47936) of a large

Crocodylus porosus (R. Molnar, pers. comm.).

Aves
Dromornithidae and Casuariidae —Rich and

Van Tets (1982, table 3) record both unidentified

dromornithids and the emu Dromaius
novaehollandiae from the Kalamurina sites.

Other birds —de Vis (1905) identified a number

of smaller bird taxa (all described as new) from

''Kalamurina". Rich and Van Tets (1982, table 5)

allocated these as follows: duck or swan-like forms,

Anatidae, Anas gracilipes de Vis, 1905

(synonymous with A. castanea, fide Olson, 1977),

and Archaeocycnus lacustris de Vis, 1905;

cormorants, Phalacrocorax gregorii de Vis, 1905

(probably P. carbo); P. vetustus de Vis, 1905, (the

assigned material probably Leucocarbo fuscesens

and P. carbo) and possibly a vulture, Taphaetus

lacertosus de Vis, 1905 (Accipkridae, questionably

Gypaetinae). In addition Rich and Van Tets (1982,

Table 3) recorded darters (Anhingidae, Anhinga
sp.), pelicans (Pelecanidae, Pelecanus

conspicillatus), herons (Ardeidae) and unidentified

songbirds.

Marsupialia
Dasyuridae —A nearly complete right ramus of

Sarcophilus cf. S. laniarius (UCMP46193, Marcus

Locality) was mentioned by Stirton (1957, p. 131)

from 'the Pliocene at Kalamurina 4

); measurements

were also given (ibid., table, p. 132).

Vombatidae —Remains of Phascolonus gigas

include cheek teeth and a right ramus with P3 M2-4

(UCMP56832, Lookout Locality).

Diprotodontidae —Diprotodon remains are the

most conspicuous fossils along the Warburton. A
partial skull, jaw, and limb fragments have been

obtained in situ. Most represent the large morph D.

optatum. Fragmentary remains indicate the rarer

occurrence of a small Zygomaturus, (UCMP
56796, left M3 ; UCMP56834, left I

3
). Another

small diprotodontine, possibly Nototherium, is

represented by a maxillary fragment with roots of

P and M and a lower incisor from Kalamurina

(presented by E.A. King to SAM, 1906).

Thyiacoleonidae —E.A. King also presented a

left P3
of Thylacoleo carnifex (Kalamurina, SAM

P103). An I
3

(Marcus locality, UCMP56834) and

medial phalanx of the manus are also referable to

the marsupial lion.

Phascolarctidae —A fragment of a left ramus of

a large koala, Phascolarctos sp., with P3 M2-4

(FUAM 204) was obtained at the Lookout
Locality.

Macropodidae —Most of the mandibular and

skull fragments pertain to extinct genera. As on the

Cooper, species of Macropus are relatively rare at

these Warburton sites.

Protemnodon is represented by P. cf. P. anak,

(left maxillary fragment with broken M " and

complete M "
; UCMP56745), and a larger form

by limb bone fragments.

Sthenurine kangaroos are represented by

Sthenurus, Simosthenurus and Procoptodon.

Tropodoson may also be present if a small, slender

and elongate metatarsal IV (SAM P20978) and a

correspondingly slender and elongate proximal

phalanx of this metatarsal with sthenurine ligament

scars, can be referred to this taxon.

Sthenurus andersoni is represented by a left P
(UCMP 60867) and a number of rami (FUAM),
and S. tindalei by jaw fragments (UCMP 56808,

56809) that show most of the lower dentition. A
large Sthenurus, comparable to the undescribed

large species from Lake Callabonna, is indicated by

a unworn right M4 (King coll., SAM).
Simosthenurus is also present and represented by

two forms, S. cf. 5. orientalis (left M4 " 5
; UCMP

56901), and S. cf. S. pales (left ramus fragment with

unerupted M4-5; UCMP56807).

Procoptodon is represented by juvenile jaw

fragments of P. rapha (UCMP56831) and P. cf. P.

goliah (UCMP 56810) and two adult rami (SAM
P20917 and P20958). Measurements of the cheek

teeth of these specimens agree better with the

eastern Darling Downs sample of P. goliah than

with the larger individuals from Lake Menindee.

An euro, Macropus (Osphranter) sp., is

indicated by upper teeth (UCMP56835) and by a

right maxillary fragment with broken M and

complete M3 " 4 (UCMP 60866). Macropus cf. Af.

titan, a left M4-5 (unerupted), is present (King coll.,

SAM) and a smaller macropodine of wallaby-size

is represented by a jaw fragment with well-worn

teeth (UCMP). A fragment of left ramus with M2-3

(SAM P20927) appears to represent Lagorchestes.

Limb bone fragments indicate the presence of large

and small macropodines, showing that their

diversity is under-represented by dental remains.

Eutheria
Muridae —A few rodent jaw fragments and

teeth were obtained by screen-washing sand lenses

at Lookout Locality. The more useful material

includes at least two taxa of conilurine mice, one

near Conilurus (SAM P20944), the other a smaller
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form (SAM P2093O) or Pseuctomys or Sotornys
size.

CONCLUSIONS

Geolosica! History —The oldest recognized

Quaternary deposits, the Kutjitaia Formal ion,

represent a broad alluvial apron which descended

from bordering Tertiat y uplifts on the eastern side

of the Lake Eyre basin towards a depositional

centre now buried beneath younger deposits NVV ot

Lake Eyre North. These interior basin deposits

were laid down at a time of higher groundwater
level than at present, one that supported lacustrine

bodies lying SE of, and possibly beneath, the

present Lake Eyre salina and extending northward

to the depocentre. These waters were saline for

lengthy intervals, indicating a negative water

balance for the basin, especially for the waning

phases of deposition. The postulated aeolian faeies

corresponding to more arid environments at the

close of Kutjitara deposition have not been found,

but the upper part of the unit was indurated with

groundwater gypsum to form a regional gypcrete

surface.

A significant change in basin geometry look

place during the hiatus between deposition ot the

Kutjitara and Katipiri Formations. This was
initiated by tectonic subsidence of the soulhern part

of I ake Eyre, the consequent entrenchment and

southward shift of drainage, and the integration of

the Lake Eyre Basin with the catchments for the

Diamantina and Cooper systems in Queensland

Aggradation in this fluviatile system probably

began on maintenance of Lake Eyre as a perennial

lake. The abundance of freshwater vmcbiates in

the Katipiri Formation indicates a low salinity

environment at least for protracted periods within

the trunk streams, if not in the lake itself. The close

of Katipiri deposition was marked by waning
discharge (shift from bed to suspended loads), a

shrinking lake bordered by recessional strandiine

dunes, and slowing of deposition under an

increasingly negative water balance with the

formation of a gypsum-indurated horizon at the

top of the lowering regional water table. Aeolian

deposits overlie (his gypcrete, Sandsheets

indurated by calciete occur in the Cooper atea and
large transverse dunes or leeside mounds adjacent

to the valley of the Warburton are also capped by

calcrete, These evidences of regional aridity occur

at the limit of conventional radiocat bon dating.

Most of the Quaternary depositional record

occurs beyond 40 ka with both lithostratiuraphlc

units recording a shift horn pomIivc to negative

r budgets in the Lake Eyre liasm, despite

differences in deposinonal gcomeh v . Thh
supports the idea lhai these units arc related to the

same extrabasmal control ft c climate) and,

further, that the clfaftat . is associated with

the glacial cycles from evidence in surrounding
regions (Bowler, 1976, 1978). Accordingly the

Katipiri Formation is regarded 3s last glacial, the

fluviatile sedimentation taking place in the early

phases, the aeoliaji Fades forming before 40 Ka,

first as transverse dunrs associated with lake

recession, and in riverine [facts, and. finally, at the

peak of aridity, as the longitudinal dune system

representing the glacial maximum The Kutjitara is

taken to represent the preview glacial cycle, ih-

pcnultimate, about 200 Ka, and* despite the

absence of an aeolian Hades, the saline lake faeies

are evidence of arid climates. Tfcete is a

Considerable hiatus between the Kutjitara

Formation and the underlying ten an, the you

deposits o\' which arc the Tirati Formation. The
Tirari ts predominantly reversely magnetized, and
represents the Maiuyama Chron (period of
magnetic pole reversal) whose latest limit is about

700 Ka. The interval between 700 and 200 Ka
remains unrepresented by depots m the Lake Eyre

Basin. The initiation of local sedimentation

(Kutjitara Forma 1

1 mid-Pleistocene time

must be traced to tectonic events, pei hap* majOT

subsidence in the northern part of the Lake Eyre
Basin. Tectonic control is implicated in

subsequent history of The basin.

I tTtebrate History — A ny assessment of
Pleistocene vertebrate history is the Lake Eyre

Basin must take into account any bias in tbe fossil

reCOfd, which is drawn almost entirely
|

fluviatile fades.

Aqatic lower vertebrates and water birds

dominate the launa; terrestrial mammals are

relatively rare. In addition, collection* trom the

two lithostratigraphk units are unequal in size;

those from i he Kutjitara Formation arc about half

as big as those from the younger Katiph

Formation.

Pleistocene faunas in tbe Tiran Desert were

entombed during vigorous fluviatile and high

water-table regimes. These episodes, we believe,

are correlative with lacustrine phases of the eat liei

bait of glacial cycles that, al minimum, represent

the last two glacials. In Austrahan terms, these

would correspond to paleoclimatic phases IV and
VI at Lake George, New Sou?h Wales, the longest

continuous Pleistocene record prescm • available

in Australia (Singh, Opdyke & Bowier. 1981.1
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Median a^es for these phases are estimated at about

7(J K» and L6fl Ka respectively. Following tins

reasoning the Quaternary depositions! record

preserved in the Tirari Desert would cover parts of

the last third of the Pleistocene.

The rich fauna ol aquatic vertebrates includes

many forms that presently reside in the Lake Eyre

region whenever permanent soakage-fed deep

bJUabOttgB prevail- Similarly, many of the large

raptorial buds still occupy the region. Most of the

dc Vis
1

1.1905) bird taxa were found to represent

living forms when adequate comparative

OStCOlogkaJ collections were available (Rich & Van
Tets. 19X2). The ephemeral rivers, saline

groundwater and consequent reduction of food

supply of the present interglacial, can account for

i: extinction Oi Luftgftsh and crocodiles. More
enigmatic* Riven their present adaptation to saline

environments, is the loss of 'he diverse flamingo

population that was once a prominent element in

the aquatic bird fauna. Rich e/<//(lVK'l record

extinct genera and the living Phoenicopierus ruber

in these Pleistocene de> i

Terrestnai lepntcs, the giant goanna and python,

were the largest carnivores in evidence in these

deposits. These were many times target itttfl

contemporary mammalian carnivores, the

Tasmanian Devil and Marsupial Libn which must

be counted among the prey of these reptile*. The

record supports the conclusion that the lower

vertebrate component of the later Pleistocene biota

of the Lake Eyre Basin persisted from the kmjttaia

lo Katipiri formations. Although much of this

Hi U persists in the area today, ihere was aotable

extinction of some charaeiensiic elements In

pom-Katipiri time

Much the ^iiue conclusion^ appl) to the la

marsupials except that this fauna was more
markedly reduced before post-glacial time.

I onspetific or closely related taxa in the following

geneni are common to both the faunas of the

Kuijitara and Katipiri formations: Sarcophiius,

Th vtacoitOs Diprotodon, Protemnodon,

Swenurus, and Procoptodon. Given the unequal

m/c of collections frdm these formations, absences

and differences in abundance are difficult to

interpret, bm Diprotodon is not so conspicuous in

the Kutjitaia faunas. Other diprotodontines

(especially Natothcrium) are more in evidence in

the Kutjltara Formation, and the macropodid

fauna includes Tropbsodon but not

Simosshenurus On the other hand the faunas of

Katipiri I on nation have abundant large

Diptotodott optatum whereas smaller

dmrotodontids, including Zygoma] urns % are rare.

Giant is, Phascoio are

weH-rcprercntcd, arid at least two species of

Simosthenurus are present, as is Sthenurus alias.

Further collecting ma> niter the Significance '.'I

these differences. For the moment wc susped that

the greater diversity of the Katipin Formation

faunas must be partly due to the greater size of

collections available We cannot, on prt

evidence, detect significant Faux ' Uange, at least

on the generic level, in the larger marsupial during

the later third of the Pleistocene in the Lalte I

Basin.

Much the same conclusion is reached from

examination of the later Pleistocene sequences in

two nearby basins SW of Lake Eyre. In the

Pleistocene Lake Frome Basin, South Australia,

the Millyera. Coomb Spring and Euranilla

Formations, in ascending order, record Pleistocene

Climatic cycles (Callen. 1984) correlative with those

from the Lake Eyre Basin. At Lake Callabonna the

laCUSttine laeies of the Millvcra formation

contains entrapped large-bodied terrestrial

vertebrates (Lake Callabonna fauna, older

references in Williams, IV80}. These deposits are

coi relative with the kutjitara Formation, and the

similar fauna contaitis Diprotodon optatum,

Pmtemnodan brehus or P. roechus, Sthenurus

andersom, and S. /indole! . In addition,

Phuscolonus gigas, and a new large Sthenurus

species are shared with the younger Katipiri faunas.

The fluviatile Eurinilla Formation overlies the

Millyera and Coomb Spring units and has a

fragmentary assemblage (Billeroo Creek Fauna)

closely comparable in occurrence ttnttigrapfiit

position and uixonomic composition with the

Katipiri Formation assemblages. Williams (1980)

liv.ed in Addition to taxa of the older Millyera

Formation, Thvlacoteo camifex, Macropusct. M.
ferragus-, M (Osphranten 5p., the large

"Sthenurus" sp. nov." and Procoptodon gotiah in

the Billeroo Creek Fauna. Again the evidence

indicates little taxonomic change in the large

marsupial assemblage over the 700-100 Ka span

estimated from local geochronological evidence

ftallcn, 1984).

At Lake Victoria in the central Murray Basin,

southwestern New South Wales, Gifl (1973) defined

two later Pleistocene lithostratigraphic units lying

above the late Pliocene-early Pleistocene

Blanchetown Clay and its fades, the Bunguuma
Limestone. Subsequent paleomapnetk work (An et

al, 19861 has established that the top of the

Blanchetown Clay includes the

Matuyama Hiunhes boundary, so I hat die

overlying units represent a later part of the Bm
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Chron. The Rufus Formation fluvuittle deposit

form xhe more superficial fill of the Murray
paleovalley following incision of the Blanchetown

Clay and draining of early Pleistocene Lake

Bungunnia. The Rufus Formation contains the

Frenchman's Creek Fauna of Marshall (1973)

which includes the same large marsupial IA*

obtained from the Kutjitara and k.i

formations in the Lake Eyre Basin, namely
Sanopfii/us, Phaseolunus, Procoptodon $l

and Macropus titan, along with smaller taxa sill

extant (Lusiorhinus, Bcttongia, Onycfwgatea) and

M. agilis sivtt. The lunette of Lake victoria overlies

the Rufus Formation and these aeolian depo!

termed the Lake Victoria Sands by Gift {1973), were

divided into tv i-ers. the Nulla Nulla Sands

e Pleistocene age (greater than 15 Ka) and Ifafi

overlying Talgarry sand of Holocene age. These

deposits produced the ~~LaV:e Victoria Local

Fauna" of Marshall (1973), a composite

assemblage of Late Pleistocene and Holocene age,

considered together because o? difficulties of

determining provenance. The large marsupial

fauna [a vliv diverge and includes the following

taxa in common with the Lake J

Frome basins; SCtCopMtus iunniniL\ Ihylacoleo

camifex, Phascolonus gigas, Sthenurm amiwoni,

S. cftas, S tintiuk'i, Procopttniort volluh,

Proumnodon arwk, P. brehus, Macropus titan,

and Diprotockm optatum. The Frenchman"* Creek

Fauna is reconstructed from a smaller collection

than the Lake Victoria Fauna, but as we have

demonstrated in the more interior basins Iher.

significant similarity of the large mammal faunas.

The evidence from the Murray Basin doe* not

permit closer estimate of the age range of these

assemblages than from less than 700 Ka to greater

than 15 Ka, which includes the span interpreted lot

the Pleistocene sequences in Lhc lake Byte and

Lake F'rome basins.

Elsewhere in Australia faunas now thought to be

later Pleistocene, bu! older than KM) Ka, t-.g. the

Victoria Cave assemblage, southeastern South

Australia (Wells, Momrty & Williams, 1984) and

the Wellington Caves assemblage. New South

Wales (Dawson, 1985), although much more
diverse laxoiiomically ilian the fluvialilc

discussed here, contain the same genera, Major

fauna] changes in later Pleistocene time seem to be

associated with the latest part of the last glacial.

probably coincident with the glacial maximum (see

I Union, 1984, for summary).

Only the recently-discovered Nelson Ray Local

Fauna of coastal southwestern Victoria Ha* been

iatelv dated a* early Pleistocene. The local

ma^nctostratigraphy R ti M silt, Coupled with

constraints from foraminifcral biochronology and

radioisotopic cUttifla llf
'

the underlying basalts,

indicate a span ol 1700 7(H) Ka within I he late

Matuyania Chron (at the Nelson Bay Local Fauna
(MacFaddcn ef ai>, \9S7). This local fauna contains

; h'pr&i ".'r>fl *.p, . Zygbmaturv* trilohus,

Polorchesies parvus and Praiemttodon sp. shared

wsth late Pleistocene assemblages Unique
I

such as the macropodid Barin^a and a giant

pseudocheirine. suggese thai Early Pleistocene

faunas, when they are better known, may show

important differences at the generic and specific

level from those of the Inter Pleistocene.

Important summaries ol Quaternary large

marsupial distribution have been compiled by

Hope (1982) and Hottou (1984) whilst examining

the question of late Pleistocene extinction. The new
daia presented here indicate that during later

pleistocene glacial phases tnosi fcargei marsupial

genera had species ranging into central Australia.

An analysis ol genera shnws little taxonomic

differenec between the centre and contempotarv

faunas of the southeastern periphery, at least

during parts of late Quaternary lime. Habitat

diversity during these times was such that

"disharmonious" {serisa l.tindehus, \W\)

associations of still-livine taxa occur in these last

glacial deposits in central Australia comparable to

those 0t the pcnptiL-iy. In the Malkuni and

equivalent KaJarnurma faunas, representatives of

the living Phascolarnos\r\,
y

and Macropus agilis,

restricted to eastern and northern woodland*

and savannas of Australia (Fig. 7) coexisted with

the southwestern arid land Nail-Tail Wallaby

{Onychogolea hwata) and the Tasmanian Devil.

Other arid-adapted species, such as Bettongia

truirar, Macros is lvp.ofi\ and Trichnsunts

vulpecuta, present m these lamias Mill Inhabited the

Lake Dyre Basin at the rime of European
i nation, TUlc implications from such

associations for the interpretation of

environment during, the early phases of the last

gjacia] cycle are summarized by Lundelius (1983).

rtudjf of fossil vertebral to sanitaj^E*

Pleistocene %ites scattered WOiind the periphery ot

the continent revealed many "disharmonious"

pairs of taxa, implying a more equable climate than

at present. The extension of the data into the Lake

Eyre Basin in the present arid core o\' the continent

suggests thai much lower climatic gradients existed

across Australia during those times than during

glacial maxima or interglacials. Penultimate glacial

events recorded in the Kuijitira Formation

similarly include a shift from freshwater lacustrine
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Mocropus agilts

Onychogalea
(una fa

Phoscolarctos

cine reus

Sarcopbilus homsi

Fig. 7. Geographic ranges of four living species that occur

sympatrically in the last-glacial Malkuni Fauna of

central Australia (black dot) illustrating the concept

of "disharmonious" glacial faunas of Lundehus

(1983).

to saline and thus arid conditions, but without

evidence of extensive dune building. The Lower

Cooper and equivalent Keekalana faunas are like

their later counterparts, and thus indicate survival

of much of the large vertebrate faunas through the

postulated shift from broadly equable to zonal

climate in passage from glacial to interglacial times.

Unfortunately the older collections are not large

enough to detect disharmonious taxa, but the

persistence of the large mammals suggests no

radical depletion of niches at the close of the

penultimate glacial. This is in contrast to the

striking evidence Lundelius (1983) presented for

ecological reorganization toward the end of the

last glacial. Either there was a quantitative

difference in environmental impact of the last two

glacial cycles (as suggested by the absence of

penultimate glacial dune fields) or other factors,

including human predation, are involved in

terminal Pleistocene extinction.
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